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INTRODUCTION
Let F[x] be the polynomial ring in one variable x with coefficients in a
field F. For a nonzero polynomial a in F[x], we denote by deg(a) its
degree and by N(a) the number of zeros of a in an algebraic closure F of
F whose multiplicity is not divisible by char(F ). In other words, N(a)=
deg(agcd(a, a$)). When char(F )=0, N(a) is just the number of distinct
zeros of a in F .
The (abc)-theorem (see [4]) is concerned with solutions (a, b, c) in F[x]
of the equation
a+b=c. (1)
We call a solution primitive if gcd(a, b, c)=1, i.e., a and b are coprime.
We call it constant if a, b, c # F. In the case char(F )=0, this means that
a$=b$=c$=0. The theorem says that deg(c)<N(abc) for any primitive
nonconstant solution to (1) when char(F)=0. It was extended to the case
p=char(F ){0, in which case the condition that (a, b, c) is not constant
should be replaced by the condition that (a, b, c)${(0, 0, 0), i.e., not all
a, b, c are in F[x p], where p=char(F ) (in the case p=0, F[x p] means F ),
see [4] and Theorem 1.1 below. For a{0, the condition a$=0 is also
equivalent to N(a)=0. Note that when a, b, c # F[xs] with s>1 and
(a, b, c) is not constant, the solution can be reduced to a smaller degree
solution in F[x] by a change of variable (replace xs by x). Also in Section
1 we state and prove a homogeneous (projective) version of the theorem,
Theorem 1.5.
There are similar conjectures for the integers instead of F[x], (see [2, 5]),
which we do not discuss in this paper.
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The (abc)-theorem is easy to prove. Obviously, it implies that the Fermat
equation
an+bn=cn (2)
has no primitive nonconstant solutions in F[x] provided that n3 and
char(F)=0. (For n=2 all solutions are well-known.) Moreover, the
(abc)-theorem tells that the FermatCatalan equation
ak+bl=cm (3)
has no primitive nonconstant solutions (a, b, c) in F[x] when 1k+1l+
1m<1 and char(F )=0.
Another easy consequence of the (a, b, c)-theorem is that
deg(ak+bl)max(deg(a) k, deg(b) l )&deg(a)&deg(b)
when a, b are nonconstant coprime polynomials, char(F )=0 and k, l2.
In this paper we state and prove a ‘‘quantum’’ (conformal) version of the
(abc)-theorem. In this version, zeros of high multiplicity are replaced by long
arithmetic or geometric progressions of zeros, or more general progressions.
For h # F , an ‘‘h-version’’ of xn is
(x)nh :=x(x+h) } } } (x+(n&1) h).
Notice that when h=0 we have (x)n0=x
n. Finite differences are used in
discrete versions of differential equations and in combinatorics.
For any q # F , a ‘‘q-version’’ of xn, used in combinatorics, is
(1&x; q)n :=(1&(1&x))(1&(1&x) q) } } } (1&(1&x) qn&1).
Notice that when q=1 we have (1&x; 1)n=xn.
In Section 2, we work with an (h, q)-version x } f *x } } } } f *n&1x of xn,
where f *x=qx+h, which becomes the h-version when q=1 and becomes
the q-version when h=1&q. We prove a corresponding version of the
(abc)-theorem which involves an automorphism of the affine line.
In Section 3, we work on the projective line and give a conformal (abc)-
theorem. It depends on an automorphism f # PGL(2, F ) of the projective
line. When f fixes the infinite point, we obtain the (h, q)-version.
Notation. In this paper we work with finite multisets, i.e., unordered
finite sequences in a set X, i.e., finite sets with repetitions, such as the multi-
set div(a) of zeros in F of a nonzero polynomial a # F[x]. We will call
them divisors (in X ) and write them as finite sums Y= M(:) :, where
M(:)>0 are (integral) multiplicities and : runs over a finite subset of X.
Our definition is consistent with that of algebraic geometry. We call an
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f-progression or just a progression (of length m) the divisor of the form
:+ f:+ } } } + f m&1:, where : # X, f : X  X a map, and m1. The points
(elements) f i: in the sum need not be distinct. Any single element : is a
progression of length 1.
An orbit is a a progression as above such that f m:=:. Note that every
orbit is f-invariant, i.e., fY=Y. (Note that f extends naturally to a map
from the set of all divisors to itself.) A constant orbit is an orbit consisting
of (identical) fixed points.
Every divisor Y in X can be written as a sum of progressions and orbits.
We denote by N(Y, f ) the smallest possible number of progressions and
constant orbits in such a representation.
For example, N(Y, id) is the number of distinct points in Y. In our
applications, f is going to be a bijection. In this case, a divisor Y is invariant
(i.e., fY=Y) if and only if it is a sum of orbits. Moreover every divisor can
be written uniquely as a sum of an invariant divisor without fixed points
and N(Y, f ) progressions. Furthermore, N(Y, f )=0 if and only if Y is
invariant and has no fixed points.
1. THE (abc)-THEOREM
Theorem 1.1. Let (a, b, c) # F[x] be a primitive solution to (1) with
(a, b, c)${(0, 0, 0). Then max(deg(a), deg(b), deg(c))N(abc)&1 and
min(deg(a), deg(b), deg(c))N(abc)&2.
Proof. Notice that abc{0 because the solution is primitive and non-





Since a+b=c, D=det( aa$
c
c$). Since (a, b)${(0, 0) and gcd(a, b)=1, we
see that D{0. We have deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b)&1.
On the other hand, D is divisible by abcP, where
P=abcgcd(abc, (abc)$)=‘ (x&:)
with : running over all zeros of abc whose multiplicity is not divisible by
char(F). So deg(D)deg(abc)&N(abc).
Thus, deg(abc)&N(abc)deg(a)+deg(b)&1, hence deg(c)N(abc)&1.
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In the case deg(a)=deg(b), we obtain that deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b)&2,
hence deg(c)N(abc)&2. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.2. Let (a, b, c) be a primitive solution to (1) in F[x].
Then either
N(a)=N(b)=N(c)=0, i.e., a$=b$=c$=0, i.e., a, b, c # F[xchar(F )]
or
N(a)deg(a)+N(b)deg(b)+N(c)deg(c)>1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, deg(a)deg(b)deg(c). By Theorem 1.1,




Remark. When char(F )=0, deg(a)N(a) is the arithmetic mean of
multiplicity of zeros in a, and the last inequality in Corollary 1.2 says that
the harmonic mean of the arithmetic means for a, b, c is less than 3. When
char(F){0, the inequality says even more because we do not count in
N(a) the zeros whose multiplicity is divisible by char(F ). In any case, an
average of the multiplicities of zeros in a, b, c should be less than 3 for any
primitive solution (a, b, c) of (1) with (a, b, c)${(0, 0, 0).
Corollary 1.3. If not all k, l, m are divisible by char(F ) and 1k+1l
+1m<1, then the FermatCatalan equation (3) has no primitive noncons-
tant solutions (a, b, c) in F[x].
Proof. Since solutions in F[x p] are in 11 correspondence with solu-
tions in F[x], it suffices to prove that there are no solutions in F[x] with
(a, b, c)${(0, 0, 0). Then we can use Corollary 1.2. Q.E.D.
Remark. If char(F )= p{0 and all k, l, m are divisible by p then this
equation is equivalent to a similar equation with k, l, m replaced by kp,
lp, mp. If 1k+1l+1m1 and (in the case p=char(F ){0) not all
k, l, m are divisible by p, then the Eq. (3) has solutions in F[x]"F[x p],
see [13].
Corollary 1.4. The Fermat equation (2) has no primitive solutions
# F[x] with (a, b, c)${(0, 0, 0) when n3 and is not divisible by char(F ).
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Now we state and prove a homogeneous (projective) version of the
(abc)-theorem. For a nonzero polynomial a in F[ y, z] let deg(a) denote
the (total) degree and N(a) the number of irreducible factors of in F [ y, z]
(up to units) whose multiplicity is not divisible by char(F ). We will use
N(a) only for homogeneous polynomials in which case the irreducible
factors up to units are z and y&:z with : # F , and they are in 1-1 corre-
spondence with the projective line P1(F )=F _ [].
Theorem 1.5. Let (A, B, C) be a primitive solution to A+B=C with
homogeneous polynomials A, B, C of the same degree in F[ y, z] and not all
three of then are in F[ y p, z p], where p=char(F ). Then deg(C)N(ABC)&2.
Proof. Notice that in the case p=0, F[x p, y p] means F. Passing to F
and replacing y by y&:z where y&: is not a factor of ABC, we can
assume that z is not a factor of ABC. We divide A+B=C by zs, where
s=deg(C), and set x= yz. Then we obtain (1) with a, b, c in F[x],
(a, b, c)${(0, 0, 0), gcd(a, b)=1, N(abc)=N(ABC), and deg(a)=deg(b)=
deg(c)=s.
By Theorem 1.1, s  N (abc) & 2, hence deg(C) = s  N (abc ) & 2 =
N(ABC)&2. Q.E.D.
Thus, we obtained Theorem 1.5 from Theorem 1.1. Note that conversely,
Theorem 1.1 follows easily from Theorem 1.5. Namely, for a solution (a(x),
b(x), c(x))=(a, b, c) of (1) in F[x] we can set A=a( yz) zs, B=b( yz) zs,
C=c( yz) zs, where s=max(deg(a), deg(b), deg(c)). Note that N(ABC)=
N(abc) if a, b, c have the same degree, and N(ABC)=N(abc)+1 otherwise.
2. QUANTUM (abc)-THEOREM: AFFINE VERSION
For any q{0 in F and any h # F , we define a bijection f : F  F by f (:)
=(:&h)q. This bijection is the identity if and only if (h, q)=(0, 1). It is
of finite order s>0 if and only if either q=1, h{0, and s=char(F ){0 or
q{1 is of order s in the multiplicative group.
When q=1, an f-progression of length m is just an arithmetic progres-
sion with m terms. It is an orbit if and only if mh=0 in F . When h=0, an
f-progression of length m is just a geometric progression with m terms. It
is an orbit when qm=1.
For any nonzero polynomial a # F[x], the number N(div(a), f ) was
defined in the end of Section 1.
Theorem 2.1. Let (a, b, c) be a primitive solution to (1) with a, b, c # F[x].
Let q, h # F and q{0. Define f : F  F by f (:)=(:&h)q.
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Then either all three multisets div(a), div(b), div(c) are f-invariant or
max(deg(a), deg(b), deg(c))
N(div(a), f )+N(div(b), f )+N(div(c), f )&1
and
min(deg(a), deg(b), deg(c))
N(div(a), f )+N(div(b), f )+N(div(c), f )&2.
Proof. We define an automorphism f *: F [x]  F [x] over F by f *x=
qx+h. Note that f (div(g))=div( f *g) for any nonzero g in F [x].







If D=0, then all three div(a), div(b), div(c) are f-invariant, and we are
done. Note that in this case either f =id, or q=1, h{0, and all three a, b, c
are in F[x p], where p=char(F ){0, or q is of a finite order s>1 in the
multiplicative group and all three a, b, c are in F[(x&h(q&1)))s]. In the
last two cases our Eq. (1) is reduced to smaller degree equation (unless all
three a, b, c are constant) by a change of variable.
Assume now that D{0. Without loss of generality, we assume also that
deg(a)deg(b)deg(c).
Case 1: q=1. Clearly, deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b)&1. In the case when
deg(a)=deg(b), we have deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b)&2.
On the other hand, for every factor
(x&:) f *(x&:) } } } f *n&1(x&:)=(x&:)nh
=(x&:)(x&:+h) } } } (x&:+(n&1) h)
in a, b, or c, we have the factor
((x&:+h)n&1h =(x&:+h) } } } (x&:+(n&1) h)
in D. So, starting with deg(a)+deg(b)+deg(c), we lose at most 1 in degree
for each arithmetic progression (with difference h) in div(a), div(b), or
div(c) (no loss for orbits). Thus,
deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b)+deg(c)&N(div(a), f )
&N(div(b), f )&N(div(c), f ).
Combining this with the above upper bounds for deg(D), we obtain the
conclusion of the theorem. In Case 1, f fixes no points in F .
Case 2: h=0. We have deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b). In the case when
deg(a)=deg(b), we have and deg(D)deg(a)+deg(b)&1.
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On the other hand, D is divisible by x and for every factor
(x&:) f *(x&:) } } } f *n&1(x&:)=(x&:)(qx&:) } } } (qn&1x&:)
in a, b, or c, we have the factor (qx&:) } } } (qn&1x&:) in Dx. So, starting
with deg(a)+deg(b)+deg(c), we lose at most 1 in degree for each geometric
progression (with ratio q) in a, b, or c (no loss for orbits without fixed points).
Thus,
deg(Dx)deg(a)+deg(b)+deg(c)&N(div(a), f )
&N(div(b), f )&N(div(c), f ).
Combining this with the above upper bounds for deg(D), we obtain the
conclusion of the theorem.
Case 3: q{1. Twisting f with the automorphism x  x&h(q&1) of
the ring F [x] over F , we are reduced to Case 2. Q.E.D.
Here is a corollary of Theorem 2.1.
Corollary 2.2. Let (a, b, c) be a primitive solution to (1). Suppose that
the zeros of a (resp., b, c) can be partitioned into k (resp., l, m) arithmetic
progressions of the same difference h or into k (resp., l, m) geometric
progressions of the same ratio q. Exclude the case when all three a, b, c are
polynomials in xs with some s>1. Then 1k+1l+1m>1.
3. CONFORMAL VERSION
Let P1(F )=F _ [] be the projective line over F . We will also think
about P1(F ) as the set of all nonzero pairs (; : #) over F up to scalar
factors. The affine line can be embedded into P1(F ) by : [ (: : 1).
Then it is clear that GL(2, F ), the group of invertible 2 by 2 matrices
over F acts on P1(F ). The scalar matrices act trivially, so every f # PGL(2, F )
gives a map f : P1(F )  P1(F ).
As in the end of Section 1, for every nonzero homogeneous polynomial
g # F[ y, z] we denote by div(g) the multiset in P1(F ) of its zeros.
Theorem 3.1. Let A, B, C # F[ y, z] have the same degree 1 and
A+B=C. Suppose also that (A, B, C) is primitive. Then
deg(C)N(div(A), f )+N(div(B), f )+N(div(C), f )&2
for any f # PGL(2, F ) such that not all three multisets div(A), div(B, div(C)
are f-invariant.
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Proof. Passing from F to F and making a linear change of variables, we
assume that f fixes . In other words, z is an eigenvector for f. We set
x= yz, a=Azs # F[x], b=Bzs # F[x], c=Czs # F[x], where s=deg(C).
Then A+B=C becomes (1). Note that gcd(a, b)=1, The restriction of f on
F has the form f (:)=(:&h)q. Note that deg(a)=deg(b)=deg(c)=s if and
only if ABC is not divisible by z. In general, s=max(deg(a), deg(b), deg(c)).
Also, N(div(A), f )=N(div(a), f ) if and only if A is not divisible by z. If A is
divisible by z, then deg(a)<deg(A) and N(div(A), f )=N(div(a), f )+1.
Similar statements are true for the pairs B, b and C, c. Now Theorem 3.1
follows from Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D.
Note that Theorem 3.1 also implies Theorem 2.1.
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